
THE CRYTOMAT 
 
„So this is it” said I to Dennis. 
 
„I still cannot believe you managed to work here so long without ever having to use it” said 
Dennis to I. 
 
We were standing in a room, once used for storage, but long since wiped clean, yet still 
windowless and it was due to this windowlessness I think that it has been adapted as the 
location of our Crytomat. The machine was sleek and smooth. The door to the outside was 
still ajar giving just enough light for the automaton to sparkle and twinkle like ajar of fireflies. 
 
It would have to be a big jar that you cry into, I thought, nonsensically, due to stress. I have 
never used it before as Dennis remarked. 
 
„I best leave you now alone” said Dennis and quietly rustled out. I knew he must have used it 
at least half a dozen times, still he was higher then me in the higherarchy and thus more prone 
to fucking up. More responsibility, the more the spring winds up and snaps quicker and your 
share of guilty tears must be shed. Less responsibility – as in my case – i managed to skid 
around crucial topics and important issues for at least half a year before I too had to pay for a 
moment of weakness and here I was. What was I supposed to do? I asked everyone I knew 
about this experience but all I hearrd blurred, I forgot everything at the moment I entered this 
dimness.. Supposedly the machine should take lead and guide me all the way to my inevitable 
breakdown. 
 
(This is stupid i will not cry) I thought but the machine sparkled in total darkness giving off a 
faint buzz and starting to glow with a faint white light, not unlike moonlight. 
 
„Umm” I sad saidly. 
 
„I know” said the machine. Its voice was reliant like a father’s but also warm and 
understanding, like a mother’s. 45 priests took part in recording vocal samples for the 
crytomat and truly it urged me to confess right away. 
 
„I am here because” I started. 
 
„I know” said the machine. But said nothing more. A pause. Getting longer. Maybe I should 
explain after all. Explain it all to a faint moonlight in a storage room. The regular office 
murmur was going on behind closed doors. Let’s get it over with. 
 
„I was told to send a complaint in addition to the previous complaint from three days ago, but 
some urgent orders came up, I left the additional complaint open but forgot about it 
completely and it got automatically archived in the end of the day and so the customer…” 
 
„I know” said the machine. 
 
„Am I not supposed to apologise?” I shuffled nervously in pace/warehouse splace. 
 



„I know” said the machine yet again. The damn thing broke, I thought to myself in a fast 
stream of thoughts, stuck on a same sentence like a broken record. Should I report it 
somewhere? They will think I broke it, I’m sure. Just my luck… 
 
„I already know it all” continued the machine with the same steady, calm, patient paternal 
tone. „You do not have to explain, although you may if it makes you feel better” 
 
„Well, that is all, more or less. The customer could not understand the difference in the credit 
notes and our whole accounting went searching for the fault, all due to me overlooking the 
email in the first place” 
 
„Is that all” asked the machine 
 
„If there is more, I cannot remember” 
 
„Then come here my child”. 
 
I walked towards it. A, now for the crying part. I will not cry. We will see what happens, but 
it won’t squeeze one tear out of me. Stupid, stupid regulations, stupid Guilt directive, stupid 
psychologists invading our space everyday. No tears for you, mr machine. 
 
„Kneel down and hold me now” 
 
I dropped to one knee and wrapped my arms around the oblong, round, smooth torso. 
Surprisingly it felt warm and soft like wool or perhaps, short fur of an animal a hugrug. Not a 
cold, artificial surface I expected. It felt nice to hug it. I sighed. When was the last time I 
hugged anybody except my wife of 22 years? And even our hugs, they have grown automatic 
and cursory (artificial? Superficial?) over the years, but this – this was made for hugging. It 
was a part of the ritual, to wrap your arms around the crytomat and forget everything else. 
(Remember this feeling) i thought (for it may be just the greatest hug you ever experience in 
your life, this device has been specifically designed to be as pleasant as possible to hold in 
your arms). I never wanted to let go. 
 
„I am a good person you know” 
 
„I know” said the machine. 
 
It really knew. And I wept. And it felt so good. I really let go and bawled my heart out, not 
caring if anyone outside would hear. 
 
„There there” said the machine. A flat receptacle slid out at the bottom of the machine. I did 
not see it in the darkness, but it must have been a tray of sorts, to which, by means of 
electrostatic currents, all my tears, running down the artificial fur, were directed. 
 
When I was done, „It knew” I was done. 
 
„You may let go now” 
 
„I don’t want to” 
 



„Be nice to everyone. Be dilligent and honest with your superiors so that one day these 
become tears of joy, not guilt” 
 
„What about crying with joy, would you accept tears of joy” 
 
„I do not know” said the machine after a pause, ever so slight, and as if snapping out of it, it 
grew cold and rolled back from me with a jerk. I knelt a bit longer, sobbing, feeling 
humiliated and rejected. When I stood up, all warmth was gone. It had been, after all, 
artificial. Aimed at the machine collecting my tears, nothing more. It was dark, I did not know 
what I looked like – eyes red, cheeks, puffed; maybe it was this moment of shame that was 
the proper punishament? When the outside world can see you? 
 
I walked out, squinting at the midday sun gazing right into the office space. 
 
„You alright” asked Dennis immediately taking me by the elbow. He must have been waiting 
out here for me the whole time, concerned fellow. We sat down in an unoccupied cubicle 
right nearby. There was a ring of empty cubicles left right left next to the crytomat room, in a 
lousy attempt to give the subjects privacy. 
 
„It was strange, I was sure I would not cry, you know” 
 
„As we all are” nodded Dennis. 
 
„But then in a moment it feels so completely right to do so” 
 
„That’s the idea” said Dennis patiently. 
 
„It is really nice to the touch” 
 
„It was specially designed to be that way” 
 
„It did not feel wrong you know” I look now right into his moustached, pudggy face. „Of 
course there is the humiliation of crying. But I do not feel remorse, I do not feel punished in 
any way. In fact…In fact I already want to hold it again. Does it look that way every time” 
 
„You realize it would not make much sense, John. The truth is, when you go there the first 
time, you are treated like a baby. All is immediately known and forgiven and the hug is 
motherly and makes you feel safe from all harm in the world. But every next time, you get 
treated like you are a little older…or so I imagine after six times” 
 
„Is it okay if I ask you more details” 
 
„Well the second time I actually had to say what I have done nad that I am sorry. Then the 
hug came, ever so loving and tender. But each next time, its voice is colder and more 
unforgiving, scolding. The hug gets shorter and shorter because you start crying sooner and 
sooner. Then the last time—I don’t want to talk about it” 
 
„No pressure” I assured, he stood up with a grunt. Another person was already waiting in 
front of the crying room. Another first-timer. Dennis did not move, his eyes fixed at some 
distant point. 



 
„It does not hug you” he said, 
 
„Pardon” 
 
„The last time it did not hug me at all. I confessed everything, answered all the questions, and 
of course started weeping like a baby, waiting for it to finally let me hold it. But it stood still 
the entire time and I heard my tears falling into the dish, echoing loudly. Now this is shame. 
This I do not want to ever experience again. Crying without relief, especially remembering 
how it was before” 
 
„And it said nothing more, it left it like that” 
 
„Actually in the end it said it was proud of me…or something to that effect” 
 
„But it’s not the same” 
 
„No, it’s not the same” Dennis sprung back to life, waved at the lady waiting unsurely at the 
ex-storage door and walked towards her. 
 
„Thanks Dennis” I half-shouted behind him. I do not think he heard me. 
 
THE END 
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